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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, announced inspection was perframed in the
areas of: operations, including a failure to perform4

reviews of a temporary modification and an incident
| involving inoperable battery chargers; surveillances

activities, including inadequate radiation monitoring
testing procedures; maintenance activities;,

verification of plant records (Temporary Instruction
'

2515/115); two instances of overflow of the spent fuel
pool: and a review of open items.

{ Results: One apparent' violation, two violations, and one non-
cited violation were identified. Several events

; involving inattention to detail and/or personnel error
1 occurred during this period. Examples included: two

^

separate instances of spent fuel pool overflow, a high
radiation area door left unlocked, and a failure to
promptly identify an inoperable battery charger. Ini

recent months an increasing number of such incidents
have been identified. Several of these issues have
been addressed in previous inspection reports. This

,

adverse trend has been discussed with licensee and NRC
regional management. A management meeting has been
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scheduled for September 8, 1992, to discuss the
licensee's actions to correct the problem.

The apparent violation addressed several deficiencies
involving inoperable battery chargers and a degraded
battery. Inattention to detail by operations
personnel, inadequate post maintenance functional
testing, and a failure to promptly recognize the
degradation of the battery were among the concerns
identified. (VIO 366/92-18-04: Failure to Comply
With Station Battery and Battery Charger Technical
Specifications, paragraph 2c).

The first violation addressed a failure to conduct
required revdews of a temporary modification. (VIO
366/92-18-01: Failure to Perform Plant Review Board
Review of a Temporary Modification, paragraph 2b).

The second violation involved a failure to resolve
repetitive failures of a spent fuel-pool makeup valve.
The most recent failure resulted in an overflow of the
Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool into the reactor building
ventilation ductwork.- (VIO 321/92-18-02: Inadequate
Corrective Action Resulting in Spent Fuel Pool
Overflow, paragraph 6).

The non-cited violation involved inadequate radiation
monitor surveillance procedures. The deficiencies were
identified by Nuclear Safety and Compliance personnel
during review of an inadvertent Engineered Safety
Feature System actuation. (NCV 321/92-18-03:
Inadequate Radiation Monitors Testing Procedures,
paragraph 3b).

Temporary Instruction 2515/115: Verification of Plant
Records, was completed with no significant
discrapancies identified. (paragraph 5)

The inspectors participated in two extensive rehearsal
emergency preparedness drills and an Safety Review
Board meeting was abserved. Several problems,
primarily involving communications, were identified by
the licensee during the drills. No deficiencies were
noted involving the Safety Review Board meeting.
(paragraph 2a)

-_ _ _)
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees |

J. Beteill, Unit 2 Operations Superintendent
C. Coggin, Training and Emergency Preparedness Manager
D. Davis, Plant Administration Manager

*P. Fornel, Maintenance Manager
*0. Fraser, Safety Audit and Engineering Review Supervisor
G. Goode, Engineering Support Manager
J. Hammonds, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor

*W. Kirkley, Health Physics and Chemistry Manager
*J. Lewis, Operations Manager
C. Moore, Assistant General Manager - Plant Support

*D. Read, Assistant General Manager - Plant Operations
*P. Roberts, Acting Outages and Planning Manager
K. Robuck, Manager, Modifications and Maintenance Support

*H. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant
*J. Trompson, Nuclear Security Manager
S. Tipps, Nuclear Safety and Compliance Manager

*P. Wells, Unit 1 Operations Superintendent

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians,
operators, mechanics, security force members and staff
personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*L. Wert
*R. Musser -

NRC management / officials on site during inspection period:

W. Cline, Chief, RP and EP Branch, DRSS, Region II
S. Ebneter, Regional Administrator, Region II
J. Johnson, Acting Director, Division of Reactor Projects,

Region II
P. Skinner, Chief, Feactor Projects Section 3D, Region 7I
K. Jabbour, Senior Project Manager, Hatch, Nuclear Reactor

Regulations

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this report are,

j listed in the last paragraph.
I
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2. Plant Operations (71707)
,

a. Operational Status

Unit 1 operated at power during the entire reporting
period. Unit 2 began the reporting period operating at
rated thermal power. On July 15, at approximately 6:00
a.m., Unit 2 began an end of cycle coastdown and was no
longer able to achieve rated thermal power. On August
7, due to a non-functioning TIP machine and a non-
octant symmetric rod pattern, reactor power was reduced
in order to perform an OD 1 procedure (LPRM
calibration) with three TIP machines. Six control rods
were inserted from full out (position 48) to full in
(position 00) to achieve an octant symmetric rod
pattern. This reduced reactor power from 94 percent to
77 percent of rated power. At the end of the reportiig
period, Unit 2 continued to coast down with an output
of 76 percent power.

The inspectors reviewed plant operations throughout the
reporting period to verify conformance with regulatory
requirements, TSs, and administrative controls.
Control room logs, shift turnover records, temporary
modification logs, LCO logs and equipment clearance
records were reviewed routinely. Discussions were

"

conducted with plant operations, maintenance,
chemistry, health physics, I&C, and NSAC pers nnel.
Paragraph 4 discusses a minor discrepancy idtntified by
the inspectors involving the LCO logs.

Activities within the control rooms were monitored on
an almost daily basis. Inspections were conducted on
day and on night shifts, during weekdays and on
weekends. Observations included control room manning,
access control, operator professionalism and
attentiveness, and adherence to procedures. Instrument
readings, recorder traces, annunciator alarma,
operability of nuclear instrumentation and reactor
protection system channels, availability of power
sources, and operability of the Safety Parameter
Display system welc monitored. Control Room
observations also incDided ECCS system lineups,
containment integrity, ruactor mode switch position,
scram discharge volume valve positions, and rod
movement controls. Numerous informal discussions were,

conducted with the operators and their supervisors.
'

Some inspections were made during shift change in order
to evaluate shift turnover performance. Actions,

I observed were conducted as required by the licensee's
administrative procedures. The complement of licensed
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personnel on each shift met or exceeded the
requirements of TS.

During the inspection period, two spent fuel assemblies
were shipped off-site in a Nuclear Assurance
Corporation fuel shipping cask. The fuel bundles
shipped woro incomplete skeleton bundles consisting of
failed fuel pins. The inspectors monitored the
licensee's preparation of the fuel and cask to ensure
compliance with NRC regulations and the licensee's
special purpose procedure 42SP-062592-0T-1-03.
Paragraph 6 discusses an overflow of the spent fuel
cask pit which occurred during this process.

Several active safety-related equipment clearances were
reviewer uo confirm that they were properly prepared
and executed. Applicable circuit breakers, switches,
and valves were walked down to verify that cleirance
tags were in place and legible and that equipment was
properly positioned. Equipment clearance program
requirements are specified in licensee procedure 30AC-
OPS-001-OS, Control of Equipment Clearances and Tags.
A review of the implementation of several temporary '

clearances was conducted. Paragraph 4 discusses a
review conducted of the implementation of several

;temporary clearances. No major discrepancies were '

identified.
!
1

Selected portions of the containment isolation lineup
were reviewed to confirm that the lineup was correct.
The review involved verification of proper valve jpositioning, verification that motor and air-operated-

'j
valves were not mechanically blocked and that power was
available (unless blocking or power removal was
required), and inspection of piping upstream of the
valves for leakage or leakage paths.

The inspectors participated in two emergency
preparedness rehearsal drills conducted by the
licensee. The drills were held on July 7 and August _6,
1992. Both drill scenarios included fires and injured

{personnel as well_as simulated offsite radioactivity '

releases. GEMA participated in both drills. Some
problems involving communications.were identified by
the licensee during the drills. Although there was no
NRC regional or headquarters participation, the
inspectors functioned as they would in an actual
emergency. The inspectors concluutd that the drills
were challenging exc.aises which descastrated the
overall capabilities of the licensen's emergency
response organization.

1

-
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Plant tours were taken throughout the reporting period |

on a routine basis. The areas toured included the
; following:

,

iReactor Buildings>

Station Yard Zone within the Protected Area '

Turbine Building
Intake Duiluing
Diesel Generator Building ,

,

; Fire Pump Building
Recombiner Building'

Central and Secondary Alarm Stations'

During the plant tours, ongoing activities,
housekeeping, security, equipment status, and radiation ;

control practices were observed. No significant
discrepancies were noted.

On August 5, 1992, the NRR Project Manager attended the
Hatch SRB quarterly meeting which was held at Plant
Hatch. The agenda consisted primarily of special
presentations and discussions of the' SRB open items
log. The special presentations involved discussions of
recent fire protection program issues, HPCI and RCIC
system performance improvements, and resolution of a
potential loss of feedwater heating problem,

b. Strbine Building Temperature Switches

On June 30, 1992, at approximately 4:40 p.m., high
temperatures in portions of the unit 2 turbine building
appeared to have caused temperature switch 2U61-N110B
to reach its trip setpoint of 190 degrees F. The
switch is located in the vicinity of the main steam
lines and is part of the turbine building leakage
detection system. The. actuation caused the unit to
receive a 1/2 group I isolation as expected. The other
63 temperature switches in the same general area were
indicating a temperature range of 172 to 182 degrees F.
Attempts to recalibrate the temperature ewitch did not

'.
alleviate the situation. A visual inspection of the
area did reveal some minor steam leaks, but operations
shift personnel were not certain that the leaks were >

directly causing the high temperature indication. The
turbine building area temperature leakage detection
system _ consists of 2 trip systems with 2 channels in,

i each trip system. Each channel is comprised of 16
| temperature switches for a total of_64. To receive a
| trip aignal in a channel, (1/2 Group I) _only one-

j temperature switch . that channel is required to
actuate. If both channels in a trip system actuate,

'

I
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which could be caused by two temperature switches
indicating high, a full Group I signal is received.

A decision was made to remove the 2U61-N110B
temperature switch from service via the TMM process.
TMM 2-92-59 was prepared and approved by the PRB: The
temperature switch was removed from service at
approximately 2:25 a.m. on July 1, 1992. Later that
morning, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR
50.59 evaluation associated with the TMM. The
inspectors concluded that the removal of one such
temperature switch from the leakege detection circuitry
was acceptable. However, the unreviewed safety
question criteria response of the cafety evaluation
implied that TS allowed the remcval cf up to 14
temperature switches per channel. Following this
logic, a maximum of 56 of the 69 temperature switches
in the leakage detection system could be bypassed. The
inspectors concluded that the TS did not allow this, as
the only condition specifically allowed by the TS is,

that the minimum number of operable channels per trip
system was two The TS does not specifically address
how many operab10 temperature switches constitute an
operable channel. This matter was brought to the'

attention of the acting NSAC manager on' July 1. He
stated that he would look into the matter. Later that
week one of the inspectors discutaed the concern with
the AGM-PO. In the meantime, t'.ne licensee was pursuing
repairs to the steam leaks previously identified as a
potential cause of the high temperature conditions.
These repairs were completed on the evening of July 2.
At approximately 11: 30 p.m. on July 3, temperature
switch 2U61-N110B waB returned to service (Mc4 2 - 92 - 59
was closed outL and was reading approximately 182
degrees F. Approximately three and one-half hours
later (3 : 02 a.m. ) , temperature switch 2U61-N110B again
tripped, causing a 1/2 group I indication. The
licensee determined that the temperature switch was.

faulty and would be removed via another TMM. TMM 2-92-
60 was prepared using the same safety evaluation
written for TMM 2-92-59. The requirements of procedure
30AC-OPS-005 OS, Temporary Modification Control, were
not followed in that the TMM was not reviewed by the
PRB prior to implementation. Plant management waived
the PRB review stating that since TMM 2-92-59 had been
previously reviewed by the PRB and' conditions'of the
TMM were essentially the same, PRB review was not
required. The TMM was-installed at approximately
10:00 a.m. on July 4.

On July 6, the inspectors noted the problems associated
with TMM 2-92-60 and expressed their concern to plant

!.
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management. The failure to conduct a PRD review of the
modification had been recognized that morning by at
least one member of plant management and corrective .
actions were initiated. The licensee developed another
TMM (2-92-61) with a safety evaluation allowing only
the bypassing of a single temperature switch. This TMM
was PRB approved and implemented in place of 1FM 2-92-
60.

The failure to conduct a PRB review of the modification
is a violation of the Unit 2 TS. The reliance on a
sciety evaluation containing known inaccuracies for the
second TMM is considered a significant deficiency.
This issue is identified as Violation 366/92-18-01:
Frilure to Perform PRB Review of a TMM.

c. Station Battery (Unit 2)

The station service DC distribution system for Unit 2
is comprised of two divisions, each consisting of a-
125/250 volt DC bus, a 120 cell 125/250 volt station
service battery, and three 125 volt 400 amp battery

| chargers. Division I is associated with the 2A 125/250
volt DC bus, thc 2A 125/250 volt station battery and
chargers 2A, 2B and 2C. Normal plant configuration for
one station battery is to have two battery chargers in
operation and one in standby. Normally, the two
battery chargers in service " carry" tne house DC loads
and provide a trickle charge to the batteries. The 2A
125/250 volt station battery is a center tapped 120
cell battery which allows it to supply 125 volts or 250
volts depending which taps are used. Since the battery
chargers are rated at 125 volts, two battery chargare
are connscted to the battery, one to each 125 volt
side. The 2A charger can only be connected to the P-PN
125 volt side of the battery and the 20 charger can
only be connected to the PN-N 125 volt side of the
battery. The 2C charger can be connected to either the
P-PN side or the PN-N side of the battery through a
series of throw-over switches.

Or, July 11, 1992, the 2B and 2C battery chargers were
in operation (with charger 2A in standby) and the daily }checks of charger output voltage and amperage were (logged by inside rounds PEO to be within specified f

requirements (voltage 130-140.5 volts, and amperage 0-
100 amps). The following day (July 12), data recorded
by the inside rounds PE0 indicated that a problem
existed with the 2B charger in that charger output
voltage was 127 volts. Additionally, although within
the specifications of the procedure, charger output
current was 0 amps which also indicate' a charger

. . - . __
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malfunction. Charger output voltage and amperage is
normally 138 volts and 40 araps respectively. The PEO
failed to recognice the out of specification reading
and did not bring the matter to the attention of the
operators and shift supervisor. Further, review of the
data by the RO and SRO did not detect the deficiency.

At approximately 11:05 a.m. on July 13, the inside
rounds PEO (a different individual from the previous
day) discovered the 2B charger parameters (124 volts
and 0 amps) to be out of specification. This matter
was brought to the attention of the RO and SRO, and at
approximately 11:20 a.m. the 28 charger war declared

*ime, theinoperable and removed from service. At tl . .

2C charger was transferred from the P-PN s' of the
battery to the PN-N side and the 2A charger . s placed
in service. The 2C charger current peaked in the upper
400's and settled at 420 amps. Approximately 4 minutes
later, the AC feeder breaker to the 2C charger tripped.
The shift promptly (within approximately two minutes)
closed the feeder breaker returning the 2C charger to
service. At approximately 11:30 a.m., the shift
received a fuse failure alarm and the 2C charger output
current output reduced to 100 amps. Investigation into
the alarm revealed that four of the six power fuses and
the companion trigger fuses had blown in the' rectifier
circuit of the charger. The 2C charger was left in
service because it was providing some output while the
shift was determining its operability. Approximately
two hours later, at 1:30 p.m., battery charger 2C was
declared inoperable and the shift entered the action
statement for TS 3.8.2.3 (2 hours to restore the system
to operable status or be in hot chutdown within the
next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following

i 24 hours) due to only one battery charger being
| operable. Over the next 2 3/4 hours repairs were

attempted on the 2B and 2C chargers. Fuses were i

replaced in tk. 2C charger and to-preclude the
| possibility of at.cther f ailure of the 2C charger, its

voltage demano was cecreased to limit current output to
200 amps. As the battery was being recharged and the
current output of the 2C charger decreased, the voltage

| demand was manually increased until the charger output
voltage was adjusted to obtain the normal charger float
voltage. At approximately 4:15 p.m., the 2C charger
was declared operable and the shutdown LCO exited.
Repairs continued on the 2B charger and on July 14'at
6:00 a.m. when repairs were completed, the charger was
declared operable.

Later that same day, at approximately 2:15 p.m., the
j specific gravity of the 2A station battery pilot cell
|

|

|
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was found to be less than the TS limit of 1.205 (as,

j found was 1.198) during the weekly pilot cell
surveillance. The 2A battery was declared inoperable.
The licensee requested a waiver of compliance to TS
4.8.2.3.2.a.2 which states that the pilot call specific
gravity corrected to 77 degrees F be greater than or
qual to 1.205. The TS require the battery be
returned to operable status within 2 hours or be in hot
shutdown within 12 hours. The licensee requested the
NRC waive the requirements of the TS for 7 days based
on the known phenomenon of battery specific gravity'

lagging fully charged voltage readings (as recognized
in IEEE 450) c.nd the relatively low charging current at
the battery. The NRC granted the licansee's waiver
request for 3 days in lieu of the requested 7 days. At
3:50 a.m. on July 15, approximately 25 minutes prior to
the expiration of the original LCO, the 2A battery
specific gravity was returned to specifications and the
battery declared operable.

x

On July 15 and 16, the licensee and inspector began to
more thoroughly investigate the battery issues. The
licensee's ERT determined that an inadequate functional
test had been performed on the 2B battery charger. On
July 15, the charger was declared inoperable and a four
hour load test performed. Adjustments were required
for the charger to satisfactorily pass the test. The

,

2B charger was declared operable on July 16. On
; July 17, the adequacy of the post maintenance

functional test for the 2C charger was questioned byI

the licensee's ERT. The 2C charger was declared
,

inoperable. Again, significant adjustments were'

required to be performed on the charger for the'

satisfactory completion of the_ load test. Following
the load test, the 2C charger was declared operable on
July 19.

During and subsequent to the above events, a number of
significant concerns were noted by the inspectors and
the licensee's ERT. The concerns are as follows:

*
- Inattention on the part of the PEO who recorded

the low charger voltage /zero amps on July 12.

- Inadequate reviews of the logs by supervisory
personnel in that the abnormal readings-were not
noted. Some similar problems have been noted by
the inspectors (paragraph 3b of Report 92-02) and

I the licensee's QA group in the past.
! Additionally, acceptance criteria for output

amperage on an operating chargcr was inadequate
(0-100 amps) when in reality an operating charger

. . - _ . _ ..__. .u _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . - , _ _ _ _
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I is continueusly supplying house loads of
j approximately 40 amps.

| Failure to recognize the effects of the inoperable-

j charger on the battery despite indications
including high charging current when a charger was ,

i placed on line. The inspectors would have
expected engineering or management to recognize
the potential effects on the battery. The low
specific gravity was identified fortuitously the

'

next day by a routine surveillance test. At the
;

| time that TS relief was be'ng requested concerning !

] the low specific gravity, t i licens~? did not j
.

fully recognize the potential of the battery being j
j previously inoperable during the series of charger ,

*

; problems.
i

I Apparent lack of indicators to CR personnel- ,

'

! regarding the status of the chargers. The low
| voltage annunciator setpoint was set below the TS-

requirements and did not provide any anticipatory,

function,
i

"

Failure to perform adequate functional testing >-

following corrective maintenance on the chargers.'

Chargers were inoperable in excess of the TS
j limits. ERT reviews identified this problem.
.

,
The requirements for operation of the 2A station

! battery and associated battery chargers are contained
' in TS 3.8.2.3. The above identified mattere resulted ,

! in an apparent violation of TSs and are identified as
: 50-366/92-18-04: Failure to Comply With Station
i Battery and Battery Charger TS.
|

One violation and one apparent violation were identified.

.

3. Surveillance Testing (61726)

a. Surveillance tests were reviewed'by the inspectors to
verify procedural and performance adequacy. .The
completed tests reviewed -were examined for.necessary
test prerequisites, instructions, acceptance criteria,

! technical content, authorization to begin work, data
i collection, independent verification where required,

handling of deficiencies noted, and review of completed
i work. The tests witnessed, in whole or in part, were

.

| inspected to determine that approved procedures were
available, test equipment was calibrated,'

prerequisites were met, tests were conducted according

. - . - - _ - - - .- - - - . - _ - - - - - . . . - . . = - - , - . . .. a
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,
to procedure, test results were acceptable and systems

; restoration was completed.

i The following surveillances were reviewed and witnessed
j in whole or in part:
!

! 1. 34SV-R43-001-2S: Diesel Generator 2A Monthly
] Test
i

). 2. 42SV-R42-002-OS: 2B (2R42-S027) Battery
' Charger Capacity Test

3. 57SV-D11-016-1S: Functional Test of Main

] Steam Line Radiation Monitors (1D11-K603D)

; During observation of the Main Steam Line Radiation
! Monitors testing, the inspector closely observed

procedural compliance and independent verification
'

activities during positioning of sliding links. No
,

discrepancies were noted.

| b. Inadequate Radiation Monitors Surveillance P7/ocedures
| Result in TS Violations (61726) (92700)
;

During an investigation into a blown fuse which had '

resulted in an ESF actuation (LER 321/92-16), NSAC
personnel identified several surveillance procedure
problems which have resulted in TS noncompliance.,

During portions of testing of the RB exhaust4

ventilation and the refueling floor exhaust ventilation
radiation monitors, a jumper was utilized which
effectively rendered two channels in a trip system
inoperable at the same time. This is contrary to TS'

requirements. Three surveillance procedures contained
: the improper use of the jumper. Additionally, it was
'

identified that the internal trip contact of the Unit 2
refueling floor ventilation exhaust radiation monitors*

; was not being tested and thus the TS functional test
requirements were not met. LER 321/92-17: Inadequate<

'
Procedures Result in Violation of TS Requirements,

,

addressed these problems in detail.

The inspectors reviewed the involved s;rstem circuitry;

'
and TS. requirements in detail. The issues were also
discussed with NRC regional management. While TS

i requirements had been violated each month during
testing of several systems, the deficiencies had been-
identified through a detailed review of an apparently

I routine ESF actuation. This violation will not be
,

subject to enforcement action because the licensee's
F efforts in identifying and correcting the violation

meet the criteria of Section VII.B of the Enforcement.
,

.

i
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Policy. The deficiencies were promptly communicated to
the inspectors and a detailed LER was submitted. The
licensee has initiated corrective actions, including
temporary compensatory actions and fucure permanent
actions (wiring changes) which will permit testing
without rendering both channels in a trip system
inoperable. The testing violated TS requirements on
channel operability for short time periods and !

redundant trip system "emained operable. This issue is
identified as NCV 32"/ '-1.8-03: Inadequate Radiation
Monitor Testing ProcedL;2s.

One non-cited violation was identified.
4. Maintenance Activities (62703)

Maintenance activities were observed and/or reviewed during
the reporting period to verify that work was performed by
qualified personnel, that approved procedures were in use,
and that these procedures adequately described work that was
not within the skill of the trade. Activities, procedures,
and work requests were examined to verify; proper
authorizaticn to begin work, provisions for fire,
cleanliness, and exposure control, proper return of
equipment to service, and that limiting conditions for
operation were met.

The following maintenance activities were reviewed and
witnessed in whole or in parc:

1. MWO 2-92-4138 - Troubleshooting 2B TIP Machine

2. MWO 2-91-4214 - Install Oil Drain Valve and-
Piping on 2E11-C002C Motor

3. MWO 2-92-2566 - 18 Month Inspection of Limitorque
Operator per 52PM-MNT-005-OS (2T49-F006A)

4. MWO 2-92-2567 - 36 Month Electrical Checks of
2T49-F006A per 52PM-MNT-005-OS,

5. MWO 2-92-4205 Repairs to 2C RHR pump breaker-

(2E11-C002C) undervoltage trip device.
During observation of w...? repairs to the 2C RHR pump breaker
the inspector noted that the 7 day LCO permitted by-TS had
been documented as beginning on August 11, 1992. That date
originated when a problem with the breaker control power
undervoltage device was identified during restoration
following routine preventive maintenance on the 'A' RHR
loop. The 2C RHT, pump had been inoperable since August 9,
1992, when the preventive raaintenance had began. This was

. . .
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discussed with the onshift SS and SOS and the LCO date was
immediately corrected.

During ooservation of several of the activities, the
inspector reviewed the implementation of a number of
Temporary Releases. No significant deficiencies were --

identified.

No violations or deviations were identified.
S. Verification of Plant Recorde (TI 2515/115)

Temporary Instruction 2515/115 was performed during this
inspection period to determine if the practices of
individuals performing surveillance and log entries are such
that a potential for record falsification existed. In
accordance with the TI, the inspectors reviewed plant rounds
procedures and compared required room entries to security
access records. More specifically, procedures 34GO-OPS-030-
IS, Daily Inside Rounds, and 34GO-OPS-031 1S, Daily Outside
Rounds, were reviewed. Entries into the Diesel Generator
Building, Intake Structure, Intake Structure Valve Pit, and 1

the Cable Spreading room as required by the above procedure,
were compared to plant security access records.

Approximately 107 room entries made by 32 plant equipment
operators on various shifts during March and April 1992,
were examined. In all but four cases, the person designated
as either the "inside rounds PEO" or "outside rounds PEO"
was the person noted to make the required room entry. The
four cases noted above dealt with a visual inspection of the
cable spreading roon required by procedure 34GO-OPS-030-1S.
In each of the instances, another PEO on the shift performed
the visual inspection but did not specifically document this
in the procedure. The procedures, rather than having a
specific signoff for each task performed, have a signoff
that the readings in an entire building (i.e. control,
turbine or reactor building) have been completed. This
matter was brought to the attention of the operations
superintendent. Prior to this inspection, and in response
to the TI, the licensee had performed a one time audit
(completed on approximately May 20, 1992) of rounds
procedures. In this audit, the licensee also noted that the
person assigned to a specific set of rounds was not always
the person who made the required room entries. If, for
example, a hourly fire watch was required in a specific area
normally covered by the "outside rounds PEO," another
qualified person could perform the fire watch and obtain the
required readings or perform the required inspections for
the designated PEO. Although the data would be provided as
required, documentation (i.e. the signature in the
procedure) of the person actually performing the activity

,,
______ _ __
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was not required by the procedure. Hatch operations
management informed the inspectors that in the future,
persons assisting in the performance of rounds would be
required co document the particular portion of the rounds
(that they had performed) in the procedure. No other
discrepancies we)' noted during the performance of the TI.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Overflow of Spent Fuel Pool into Ventilation Ductwork (Unit
1) (71707) (92701) (40500)

On July 26, 1992, at approximately 6:30 a.m., the licensee
discovered that the Unit 1 SFP had overflowed into the RE
ventilation system ductwork. About 15 minutes earlier, a
PEO had been tasked with increasing the water level in the
SFP. Mak~., water to the pool is provided from the CST (in
accordance with procedure 34SO-G41-003-1S: Fuel Pool
Cooling and Cleanup System), by opening valve 1G41-F041 and
then closing the valve when normal pool level is reached.
Late * investigation identified that the PEO had placed the
1G41-F041 control switch in the "close" position, observed
the green indication light and left the area without
verifying the valve had fully shut. The valve had failed
open. The PEO, assigned to investigate the spent fuel pool
" skimmer surge tank high level" CR annunciator which
subsequently occurred, discovered SFP water flowing into the
ventilation ducts and that 1G41-F041 had an intermediate or
double position indication. The valve closed when the PEO
operated the control switch a second time.

The spent fuel pool water flowed in;o the ventilation ducts
through grilled openings located 6-8 inches above normal
pool level. This ductwork normally draws air from the
surface level of the pool. The water descended to the 203
level of the RB into several ventilation duct drain pots.
These pots drain (drain line isolation valves are normally
open) into the floor drain system. The floor drains backed'

up du2 to blockage.and water spilled onto the 185 level-

.

floor. Additionally, leakage-in the-ductwork resulted in
; some contamination of several walls. Estimates indicate

that about 500 gallons of Water overflowed into the
ventilation eyetem. The overflow resulted in-the
contamination of at least several hundred square feet in the
RB. The consequences of the spill are-considered minimal in

,

comparison to other deficiencies identified during the-
inspectors review of the event. Several problems which had,

been noted as longstanding issues requiring correction
following a December 28, 1990, dnit 2 SFP overflow had not
been addressed sufficiently and played major roles in this
incident.- The discussionc of that event in Inspection
Report 321,366/90-26, described several examples of

i

i
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inadegrate corrective actions on the part of'the licensee.i

i The licensee's ERT (90-25) contained several specific
recommendations which, if they had been adequately,

addressed, would most likely have prevented this incident.
i

| The following significant problens were identified during
the inspectors review:

,

!

- The overflow was initiated as a result of the PEO
failing to ensure that valve 1G41-F041 shut.
Management has been emphasizing use of self
verification techniques to prevent incidents such ast

this. These efforts have not yet been successful.
,

!

.
Valve 1G41-F041 has had a long history of repetitive-

; instancer af failing to shut. The inspectors review
: indicated a tota. of as many as nine separate failures

since July of 1987. On December 27, 1990, _the valve
failed open during makeup to the pool and was manually'

| closed by operations personnel. The ERT which reviewed
the December 28, 1990, overflow of the Unit 2 SFP4

identified the repetitive past failures of the valve.
,

One corrective action recomuended by the ERT was to
" perform maintenance on 1G41-F041 to ensure this valve
functions as designed". In response, since binding

;
' with the packing was suspected, the valve was repacked.

- The alarm system which is intended to indicate abnormal
SFP water levels did not function properly during this

; incident. In addition to a loat type level detector
which senses pool level, there are two skimmer surge
tank level alarm systems. The SFP high level alarm
(1G41-N362, setpcint at 227 ft., 1/2 inches) did not
actuate. The "B" skimmer surge tank high level alarm

,

(1G41-N357B, setpoint at 226 ft., 8 inches) actuated,,

! but reportedly not at the correct level since the pool
; was close to or already overflowing. The ventilation
'

duct opening is at about 227 ft., 2 inches.- The "A"

| skimmer surge tank high level alarm has been in an
: alarmed condition since December 3, 1991, pending an
! engineering analysis and repairs _of a problem. The CR
! annunciator card for the "A" alarm had been pulled in

accordance with procedures to maintain a " black board".
'

ERT 90-25 had noted repetitive problems with all four
; of the skimmer surge tank level alarm systems and

recommended corrective action. Investigation after4

this event identified that the "1B" skimmer surge tank,

: level alarm was out of calibration. This was
apparently caused by a recognized design _ deficiency in
the surge tank alarm systems which-will require ,

modifications to correct. DCR 2H90-243 was completed
on the Unit 2 SFP level annunciator to correct

;
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repetitive failure (float binding) of that alarm. The
;

; ERT had recommended that if the DCR was successful on
Unit 2, the Unit 1 system should be evaluated to ensure'

it operated properly. The Unit 1-level switch was
d reviewed (in early 1992) and it was concluded that the
1 float binding and bottoming out problems associated

with the Unit 1 system were not present on the Unit 2
system. At the close of this inspection period the

! licensee was still investigating the failure of the SFP
i level annunciator to actuate.

On July 31, 1992, at approximately 5:30 p.m., another
.

overflow of SFP water into portions of the ventilation
! system occurred. This instance involved overflow from the

transfer canal cask pit area into the Unit 2-ventilation4

system. The licensee had loaded two fuel assemblies into a
shipping cask for transport and removed the cask from the

,

pit several hours earlier. The cask pit was isolated from
the pool areas by gates so pool level alarms were not'

available to warn of an overflow. The most probable cause
of *he overflow was that a demineralized water supply (used1

for decontamination washing of the cask as it was lifted out'

: of the pit), was left flowing into the pit. Initial reports
indicated that a large quantity of water had been spilled.'

One of the inspectors responded to the site to assess the,

i significance. Due to a different secondary containment
; lineup than Unit 1, the ventilation duct drain' pot drain

valves on Unit 2 are maintained shut. One pot filled up and
,

the overflow continued through the ductwork to the 158 level
| of the RB. Large amounts of water leaked out of the
; ductwork located above the two recirculation pump motor
: generator sets and accumulated on the floor in the rooms.

From calculations of the drain pots contents and reports of
floor water levels, the inspector estimated that over }JO

3

. gallons of water probably overflowed from the pit arem. The
! inspector noted there were no wet cable trays or safety

related electrical equipment. No personnel were
contaminated directly by the spill. The inspector observed

; the initial portions of the ERT investigation, including
~

questioning of personnel involved with the cask activities.
While mispositioning of the demineralized water hose

3

isolation valve appears to be the most plausible explanation,

! for the overflow, statements of the personnel involved
contradict that theory. At the close of this report period
the licensee's investigation was continuing. At about 4:50

,

p.m. that day, one of the inspectors had discussed his
observation of the water hose remaining in the pit area
(after the cask was pulled out) with the refueling floor-
supervisor. The discussion took place within several feet
of the pit area and no abnormal water level was_noted at'

that time.

3
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The inspectors concluded that the primary cause of both the
overflows was poor performance by personnel, including
inattention to detail. Too many of these types of events
have occurred at Hatch in recent months. The failures to
complete adequate corrective action to resolva longstanding
recognized deficiencies is considered a significant concern.
Inspection Report 90-26 and ERT 90-25 both contained
critical discussions of past corrective actions. While
inspection report 90-26 did not specifically address the
inadequate corrective actions as a violation of regulatory
requirements, the inspectors also concluded that, had
adequate action been completed in response to the iCantified
problems, the July 26 overflow would not have occurred.
Inadequate corrective actions for plant problems or degraded
equipment have been addressed previously by the inspectors
as weaknesses and violations.' The inadequate' corrective
actions which contributed to the July 26 overflow are a
violation of the requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVI, and are identified as Violation 3?1/92-18-02:
Inadequate Corrective Actions Resulting in Spent Fuel Pool
Overflow.

One violation was identified.

7. Inspection of Open Items (92700) (90712) (92701)

The following items were reviewed using licensee reports,
inspection, record review, and discussions with licensee
personnel, as appropriate:

a. (Closed) LER 321/91-011: Inadequate Procedure Results
in Missed TS Surveillances. This LER addressed the
issue that results of laboratory analyses of EDG fuel
oil were not being-reported to the plant within the TS
required time period. The procedure 64CH-SAM -002-0S,
Diesel Fuel Oil: Sampling, did not contain adequate
instructions to ensure diesel fuel sampling TS
requirements were met, specifically the time-
requirements. One sample was damaged in shipment and
results were not reported to the plant. Subsequent
review indicated that all fuel or samples met the_TS
sts.ndards on fuel quality (ASTM D975-74). No EDG-
failures attributable to contaminated or_ degraded fuel
deliveries have occurred at Hatch. The inspectors
verified that procedure 64CH-SAM-002-0S was revised
adequately to prevent reoccurrence of the problem. A
separate diesel fuel oil quarterly checklist (HPX-0761)
was developed to ensure analysis results are obtained
and reviewed-as required. Based on this review of_the
licensee's action, this item is' closed.

I
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b. (Closed) LER 321/91-12: Procedure Deficiency Results
in Violation of TS Surveillance Requirements. This LER-
addressed the failure to perform instrument
calibrations of the post LOCA radiation monitoring
system detectors once per 6 months. A task force which
was reviewing implementation of chemistry department TS
identified this issue. The inspectors observed
portions of the subsequent testing of the detectors.
Inspection Report 321,366/91-18 discussed several
problems noted including missing spring clips, detector
clamps, and only partially inserted detectors. The
deficiencies were addressed as a weakness in the
report. These discrepancies were corr''ted and
subsequent-detailed analysis concluded the aetectors
had been capable of performing their safety function.
The inspector reviewed portions of that evaluation.
The inspectors reviewed procedure 62CI-CAL-012-0S and
verified that instructions were revised to prevent
reoccurrence of the problems. The inspectors noted
that this procedure had not been completely upgraded
during the Hatch Procedure Upgrade Program which was
concluded several years ago. Based on the inspectors
review as discussed in Inspection Report 321,366/91-18
and this review, this item is closed.

c. (Closed) LER 321/91-20: Area Radiation Monitors (ARMS)
Trip Resulting in ESF Automatic Actuation. This LER
addressed an instance in which all 38 ARM trip units
tripped which resulted in the MCREC shifting to the
pressurization mode. No high radiation levels were
present. The licensee was not able to conclusively
determine the exact cause of the ARMS tripping. The
unit was shutdown at the time with no fuel in the
vessel. The most probable cause was a perturbation
involving the 1A instrument bus which is the common
power supply to the ARMS. Activities in progress at
the time of the event were closely reviewed but no
direct connection to the problem was identified. Based
on this review of the licensee's actions and the fact
that no similar ARM problems have occurred, this item
is closed.

d. (Closed) LER 321/91-24: TS Surveillance not Performed
at Required Periodicity. This LER addressed the fact
that daily checks of torus oxygen concentration were
not being performed as required by TS. TS 4.7.A.5
requires " primary containment oxygen concentration" be
measured daily. While licensee procedure 34SV-SUV-019-
IS, Surveillance Checks, does require daily drywell
oxygen measurements, . torus levels were verified only
once per week (during a channel check of the post-LOCA
hydrogen and= oxygen analyzer) . Unit 2 TS clearly

.
.. .. .. . ..
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requires torus oxygen measurements once per week and!

procedure 34SV-SUV-019-2S included those measurements.
This issue was. identified during review of a GE
" Potential Safety Concern" notification addressing
oxygen monitoring requirements in Mark I BWR
containments. The inspectors verified that procedure
34SV-SUV-019-1S had been revised (Revision 16, issued<

October 25, 1991) to require a daily check of the torus
oxygen levels. Since the BWR-4 STS require only a
weekly check and the post LOCA analysis system was not
intended for daily testing, the licensee may request a
TS change in the future to relax this requirement.
Based on the inspectors review of the licensee action,
this item is closed.

e. (Closed) LER 321/91-025: Less Than Adequate Procedure
Results in TS Noncompliance. This LER addressed a
failure to test a main control room environmental
control (MCREC) system exhaust damper (1Z41-F018B) as
required by TS. The automatic closure of the damper on
a CR pressurization signal was not being checked. This
issue was identified during review of MCREC procedures
against the FSAR description of that system. NCV
a21/91-33-01: Inadequate Testing 7f MCREC Exhaust
Damper, addressed this issue. The damper is normally
maintained closed and would be opened only to purge
smoke from the CR. Subsequently, the damper was tested
and found to be operable. The inspectors verified that
procedure 42SV-Z41-001-OS, Main CR Pressurization LSFT,
was revised (Revision 4, icsued 'ovember 8, 1991) to
include testing of the damper. 72 ring the
investigation into this issue, it was identified that
differential pressure (CR to turbine building)
annunciators were set at 0.05 inches of water instead
of above the 0.1 inch TS limit on CR pressurization.,

SOR 1-91-222 addressed this item. DCR 87-121,
scheduled for implementation in 1993, will resolve that
issue.

Based on the review discussed in Inspection Reports
321,366/91-33 and 92-12 and this review of the
licensee's actions, this LER is closed. VIO 321/91-
20-01: Inadequate Corrective Actions Involving.MCREC
Design Deficiencies, DEV 321/91-23-01: Normal
Operation of MCREC not as Described in FSAR, and other
items remain open involving MCREC system issues.

8. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on August-

13, 1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.
The inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed

_ ___ _ _._
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in detail the inspection findings. The licensee did not
identify as proprietary any of the material provided to or
reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.

Item Number Status Description and Reference

50-366/92-18-01 Open VIO - Failure to Perform
Plant Review Board Review
of a Temporary
Modification
(paragraph 2b)

50-321/92-18-02 Open VIO - Inadequate
Corrective Action
Resulting in Spent Fuel
Pool Overtlow (paragraph
6)

50-321,366/92- Opened and NCV - Inadequate
18-03 Closed Radiation Monitors

Testing Procedures
(paragraph 3b)

50-366/92-18-04 Open Apparent Violation -
Failure to Comply With
Station Battery and
Battery Charger TS
(paragraph 2c)

9. Acronyms and Abbreviations

AC - Alternating Current
A/E - Architect Engineer
AGM-PO -Assistant General Manager-Plant Operations

Air Handling UnitAHU -

AIMS - Automated Isotopic Measurement Syr. tem
APRM - Average Power Range Monitor
ARI - Alternate Rod Insertion System
ARM - Area Radiation Monitor
ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without Scram
BWR - Boiling Water Reactor
BWROG- Boiling Wate Reactors Owners Group
CFR Code of Federal Regulations-

CIV- - Containment Isolation Valve
CR - Control Room
CRD - Control Rod Drive
CST - Condensate Storage Tank
DC - Deficiency Card
DC - Direct Current
DCR - Design Change Request
DRSS - Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System

.__ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _
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EDG - Emergency Diesel Generator
; EFCV - Excess Flow Check Valve

EHC - Electro Hydraulic Control System
Environmental Qualificationj EQ -

EP - Emergency Preparedness
ERT - Event Review Team
ESF - Engineered Safety Feature

i EST - Eastern Standard Time
| F Fahrenheit-

I FPM - Fission Product Monitor
FSAP - Final Safety Analysis Report

Functional TestFT -

! FT&C - Functional Test and Calibration
GE - General Electric Company

! GEMA - Georgia Emergency Management Agency
GPM - Gallons per Minute

,

HELB - High Energy Line Break*

HP - Health Physics
HPCI - High Pressure Coolant Injection System
HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
I&C - Instrumentation and Controls
IFI - Inspector Followup Item
IPE - Individual Plant Examination
IRM - Intermediate Range Monitor'

LCO - Limiting Condition for Operation
LER - Licensee Event Report.

: LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LPRM - Local Power Range Monitor
LSFT - Logic System Functional Test
MCRECS- Main Control Room Environmental Control System"

| MWE - Megawatts Electric
i MWO - Maintenance Work Order
'

NCV - Non-cited Violation.

NPRDS- Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System4

' Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNRC- -

NRR - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
j NSAC - Nuclear Safety and Compliance

PASS - Post Accident Sampling System,

PCB - Power Circuit Breaker'

PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation System
,
' PEO - Plant Equipment Operator

PM - Preventive Maintenance
PRB - Plant Review Board
PSIG - Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge
PSW - Plant Service Water Systemi

PUP - Procedure Upgrade Program
Quality AssuranceQA -

| RB - Reactor Building .
RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
RFP - Reactor Feed Pump

i RHR - Residual Heat Removal System
i RHRSW- Residual Heat Removal Service Water System
i

|
|
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Reactor OperatorRO -

RPS - Reactor Protection System
; RPT - Recirculation Pump Trip

RTD - Resistance Temperature Detector
Rated Thermal PowerRTP -

RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup System
.

RWM - Rod Worth Minimizer
Rx - Reactor

. SAER - Safety Audit and Engineering Review
l SCS - Southern Company Services

Safety Evaluation ReportSER -

, S/F - Single Failure

| SFP - Spent Fuel Pool
Service Information LetterSIL -

; SNC - Southern Nuclear Company-
SOR. - Significant Occurrence Report
SOS - Superintendent of Shift (Operations)
SOV - Solenoid Operated Valve
SP - Suppression Pool4

SPDS - Safety Parameter Display System
SRB - Safety Review Board

'

SRM - Source Range Monitor
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator
SRV - Safety Relief Valve'

SS - Shift Supervisor
STA - Shift Technical Advisor
STS - Standard Technical Specifications<

TBV - Turbine Bypass Valve
TI - Temporary Instruction
TIP - Traversing Incore Probe
'IMM - Temporary Mechanical Modification*

TS - Technical Specifications
,

Technical Support CenterTSC -

TSV - Turbine Stop Valve
URI - Unresolved Item
VIO - Violation

.
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